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 Vocabulary 5 

A 
 

Match the pictures with the sentences and complete them with the suitable words. 

   
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

 
1. Our neighbor had a heart ………… yesterday. ( … ) 
2. Iran is a ………… country in Southwest Asia. ( … ) 
3. Eating ………… is an important part of a healthy diet. ( … ) 
4. My aunt bought a ………… wall clock. ( … ) 
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B 
 

Match the words with the definitions. (One word is extra) 
 
5. Happening or starting a short time ago.                                                              a. relationship 
6. To show something.                                                                                            b. recent  
7. Who or what a thing or person is.                                                                       c. reflect  
8. The way in which two or more people feel and behave towards each other.     d. simple 
                                                                                                                                 e. identity 
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C 
 

Fill in the blanks with the words given. ( There is one word extra ) 
 

reference / however / decrease / get up / enable / knowledge / gained / prevents / diversity 
 
9. Eating healthy food helps people live longer and ……… diseases. 
10. The key point, ……… , is having a plan for the way they want to live and take care of their 
physical and emotional health. 
11. There has been a ……… of nearly 6 percent in the number of visitors to the museum. 
12. “What time are you going to ……… tomorrow morning?”  “At 6:30.”  
13. We use ………… words instead of repeating the names of people, places, ideas, or other 
things. 
14. He has ……… a lot of weight in the last few months. 
15. If we want to name countries with richest art and cultural ……… , Iran is among them. 
16. The information skill and understanding that you have gained by learning or experience is 
your ……… . 
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D 
 

Choose the best answer. 
17. Some doctors say that ………… is the best medicine for your health.  
  a. illness                 b. disease             c. danger                   d. laughter 
18. They are both ………… about what to do. In fact, they don’t know what to do. 
  a. certain                 b. powerful          c. sure                       d. uncertain 
19. Are you still ………… the bags? Haven’t you finished yet?  
  a. meeting              b. gaining             c. climbing             d. packing 
20. I’m totally ………… . Would you please ………… it again? 
  a. tired - remember     b. confused – explain       c. amused – watch       d. depressed - bore  
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 Grammar 3 

E 
 

Choose the correct answer. 
21. New medicines and medical inventions ………… the lives of many people since years ago.
 a. saved                            b. have saved                   c. save                           d. will save 
22. Nancy and Margaret have plans for ………… their homework soon. 
 a. does                              b. doing                           c. did                              d. to do 
23. If you really like art, you ………… two things in the future: education and experience. 
 a. will need                       b. needs                           c. needed                       d. would need  
24. I told the children ………… so much noise. 
 a. not making                    b. no making                   c. not make                   d. not to make 
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F 
 

 

Put the words in the correct order.  
25. enjoys / brother / my / the snow / walking / in / . 
26. years / football / for / some of / haven’t / the students / played / . 
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G 
 

 

Cloze test. Choose the best item. 
        Making and selling handicrafts are good ways to help a country’s ….27… and introduce 
its …28… to other nations. Many people of the world produce handicrafts and sell them to 
tourists. In some Asian countries, a part of the country’s income comes from making and 
….29… handicrafts. Iran has a five-thousand-year-old history of artistic works and handicrafts 
including pottery, painting, calligraphy, rugs and carpets, etc. If you ...30… across Iran, you’ll 
get back home with excellent handicrafts as souvenirs for your family and friends. 
 
27.   a. access                   b. mistake                     c. economy                   d. matter 
28.   a. culture                  b. artistic                       c. unique                      d. discount 
29.   a. to sell                    b. selling                       c. sell                           d. sold 
30.   a. travelled               b. travel                         c. are travelling            d. have travelled   
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 Reading 2 

H 
 

Read the passage and answer the questions. 
 

Zoos are fun experiences for most of us. We get to learn about beautiful, exotic animals 
that most of us don’t get to see often. We also get to spend time with friends and family in 
zoos, but it is not this way for the animals that stay there. When animals are taken away from 
their native habitat, and then again, they are released back in the wild, they can’t stay alive 
because they forget their skills. 

Some animals travel hundreds of kilometers each year and when they are put into a 
cage, only a fraction of the size of their wild habitat, they have no space to run. People stare 
and point at animals through the glass. They can’t get away from it, because most zoo cages 
don’t have space for the animals to hide.  

Some of the animals are taken away from their natural climates. Animals like penguins 
and polar bears who live in the freezing cold, are put into zoo enclosures that are a lot warmer. 
The animals don’t have variety in what they get fed, either. They get the same meals each day 
at the exact same time. 

Zoos aren’t safe for humans, either. Some animals are very unhappy so they lash out, 
hurt, or even kill people. Most of the time, the animals hurt workers or trainers. In 2016, a 3-
year-old climbed over a fence and got into an endangered gorilla’s cage. The workers ended up 
having to shoot the gorilla to save the kid. This wouldn’t have happened if we didn’t have 
zoos. 
31. What does the author of the passage mean by the underlined sentence in Paragraph 1? 

1) Animals that stay in zoos don’t have any friends or family. 
2) Zoos may be fun for humans but they are not fun for animals. 
3) Not many exotic animals live in zoos. 
4) Animals do not learn anything useful in the zoos. 

32. Which of the following is NOT a problem that animals have to face in zoos, according 
to the passage? 
1) They have a very small space and cannot run as they like. 
2) They cannot have any food they want. 
3) If they go back to the wild, they don’t know how to stay alive. 
4) Most zookeepers do not treat them kindly. 

33. Why does the author mention penguins and polar bears in Paragraph 3? 
1) To talk about some endangered animals. 
2) To give examples of animals from cold places. 
3) To give examples of unsuitable climates for zoo animals. 
4) To talk about animals that get very unhappy in zoos. 

34. Which of the underlined words in the passage most probably means a “natural home?” 
1) habitat  2) fraction  3) enclosure  4) fence  
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